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ABSTRACT: In photovoltaic devices, the bulk disorder
introduced by grain boundaries (GBs) in polycrystalline
silicon is generally considered to be detrimental to the
physical stability and electronic transport of the bulk material.
However, at the extremum of disorder, amorphous silicon is
known to have a beneficially increased band gap and enhanced
optical absorption. This study is focused on understanding and
utilizing the nature of the most commonly encountered Σ3
GBs, in an attempt to balance incorporation of the
advantageous properties of amorphous silicon while avoiding the degraded electronic transport of a fully amorphous system.
A combination of theoretical methods is employed to understand the impact of ordered Σ3 GBs on the material properties and
full-device photovoltaic performance.
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In 2012, crystalline (c-Si) silicon composed the active layer of
89% of photovoltaic (PV) modules produced worldwide,

with thin film (generally amorphous) silicon (a-Si:H)
accounting for an additional 4%.1 As is well-established, while
the electron and hole mobilities of c-Si are quite high, the
material suffers from poor optical absorption and a suboptimal,
indirect band gap. In a-Si:H, the situation is reversedthe
optical absorption is significantly increased relative to c-Si due
to its direct HOMO−LUMO gap,2 but the low hole mobility
limits the cell performance.3 Additionally, the Stabler−Wronski
effect, a light-induced degradation mechanism, reduces cell
efficiencies further, by 10% to 30% within a few days of sun
exposure.4,5 Nano(and micro)crystalline silicon (both referred
to as nc-Si here, for simplicity) attempt to strike a beneficial
balance between amorphous and crystalline silicon, maintaining
most of the increased absorption and band gap of a-Si:H6 while
improving upon the carrier mobilities toward those of c-Si.7

Despite the potential of such an approach, nc-Si device
efficiencies still remain below those of either a-Si:H or c-Si.8

While nc-Si represents an attempt to move the deficient
properties of a-Si toward those of c-Si, the limited performance
of the material along with the fact that the best nc-Si devices
occur at low crystalline volume fractions indicate that this
approach may not be feasible.9−11 In contrast to the case of nc-
Si (introducing order into a disordered system), the opposite
approach of introducing disorder into an otherwise-crystalline
material, has received far less attention. It has been observed
elsewhere that the introduction of disorder in the form of a
combination of GBs and Cl doping in polycrystalline CdTe
creates charge inversion at the interface, aiding majority carrier
transport within the conducting GB channels and minority
carrier transport outside the GB core, improving the solar cell
performance of poly- over mono-crystalline devices.12−14

However, the presence of GBs in polycrystalline silicon not
only creates recombination centers in the form of deep-level
defect states, thereby reducing carrier lifetimes significantly, but
also reduces the overall carrier mobility by creating potential
barriers for charge transport. One possibility of overcoming
these harmful influences of GBs is by introducing controlled
disorder in silicon, leveraging the diversity of GB orientations
and misfit angles already present in polycrystalline materials.
However, in order to achieve beneficial effects of GBs in silicon,
it would be necessary to choose suitable GBs and orient them
in such a manner as to improve the optical absorption and
bandgap (toward those of a-Si:H) without substantial
degradation of the superior transport properties of c-Si, and
demonstrate that these properties combine into full device-scale
PV efficiency improvements.15

Of the numerous types of GBs possible in a polycrystalline
material, experiments and theoretical models show that Σ3, Σ9,
and Σ27 GBs are energetically favored in polycrystalline silicon;
in particular Σ3 GBs are most frequently encountered.16,17

Thanks to the recent advancements in grain boundary
engineering (GBE) techniques like unidirectional and rota-
tional solidification, thermomechanical processing of deformed
solid phase and crystallization from the solid phase, it is now
possible to incorporate GBs with a specific character into a
material.18−20 This has led to numerous studies related to the
energetics, atomic and electronic structure, and defect physics
in semiconductor GBs, with emphasis on understanding the
impact of these properties on electronic transport.21−26

However, in order to answer the question of whether GBE
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could be beneficial to PV, both the electronic and optical
properties must be understood and simultaneously optimized.
In this work, density functional theory (DFT) is employed to

characterize Σ3 coincidence site lattice GBs in silicon and to
predict which of these GBs may be beneficial to solar energy
conversion. Using our computed band structures and optical
absorption coefficients we show that, depending on the
interface atomic structure, particular GBs can exhibit either
significantly higher or lower optical absorption relative to c-Si
throughout the visible spectrum, as well as modified band gaps.
We further compute the electronic conductivities, σ, using a
Boltzmann transport approach to assess the impact of such GBs
on charge transport. These results are combined into a finite
element model to predict energy conversion efficiencies of GBE
solar cells, where it is shown that significant enhancements in
energy conversion efficiency over c-Si may be possible for thin
device configurations.
Methodology. The starting Σ3 GB structures were

obtained using the GB Studio program.27 The coincidence
site lattice GB structures consist of two crystal-like regions or
grains (A and B), which form an interface along a chosen
crystallographic plane, {110}, {111}, or {112} (see Figure 1).
The grains A and B are misoriented with respect to one another
by an angle Ω, either parallel to the GB interface (as in the
{111} and {112} tilt GBs) or perpendicular to the GB surface
(as in the {110} twist boundary). The tetragonal supercell was
repeated in all three directions using periodic boundary
conditions (PBC). Each supercell contains two GBs, one in
the middle of the supercell and the other due to the PBC along
the direction normal to the GB plane.
First-principles calculations were performed within the

framework of DFT using the Vienna ab initio simulation
program.28 The projector-augmented wave method with the
generalized gradient approximation PBE (GGA-PBE) was used
for the exchange-correlation potential.29−32 A plane wave basis
cutoff energy of 350 eV and well-converged k-point mesh of (4

× 4 × 4) were used in all calculations. All structures were
allowed to relax until the forces acting on each atom were less
than 0.01 eV/Å. The fully relaxed structures were used to
compute the electronic band structure. In order to gain a
qualitative understanding of optical absorption of GBE
materials, the absorption coefficients were obtained from the
imaginary part of the dielectric constants computed from DFT
within the random phase approximation (RPA). The room
temperature (300 K) electronic conductivities for n and p type
structures were computed by employing the Boltzmann
transport equation within the constant relaxation time
approximation using the energy eigenvalues obtained from
DFT, as this approach is known to accurately describe the
electronic properties of metals and semiconductors.33−38 In
order to obtain converged results we used a dense k-point mesh
containing 68 points in the irreducible Brillouin zone. The
principal components of electronic conductivity, σx , σy , and σz ,
were obtained by diagonalizing the conductivity tensor Σ
computed from the relation
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where e is the electronic charge, τ is the relaxation time, k is the
reciprocal lattice vector, ϵnk is the energy eigenvalue of the nth

band at wavevector k (DFT eigenvalues), f(ϵnk) is the Fermi−
Dirac function at a given temperature, and vnk = (1/ℏ)∇kϵnk.

39

The value of τ was chosen based on previous far-infrared
reflectance spectra studies on phosphorus doped silicon in the
concentration range 1017−1018 cm−3.40 We further confirmed
that the computed conductivity values for c-Si match well with
that reported by Weber and Gmelin.41 The same relaxation
time was used in our calculations for {110} and {111} GBs as
well, which is reasonable since our computed charge density of
valence and conduction bands showed “bulk” like character and
we do not expect any recombination centers. We note that

Figure 1. Atomic and electronic structures of (top left) {110}, (top right) {111}, (bottom left) {112} GBs, and (bottom right) c-Si. The GB
interfaces are marked by dashed lines. The regions marked A and B form the crystalline regions or grains. In the band structure plots the Fermi
energy is at zero, and the dashed green lines indicate the band gap.
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scattering by phonons at the interface is not included in this
present study, although this is likely to represent a small effect
since we are using GBs with high symmetry. Finite-element
device modeling was performed using COMSOL with light
absorption and carrier generation simulated by solving the
Helmholtz wave-optics equation and the diffusion of charged
species in the material simulated using a drift-diffusion model.
More details about the methodology can be found in the
Supporting Information.
Atomic Structure. The grain boundary formation energies

(EGB) for the relaxed structures were obtained using EGB =
(EGBS − EBulk)/2S, where EGBS is the energy of the relaxed
structure with GB, EBulk is the energy of bulk c-Si with no GBs,
but containing the same number of Si atoms, S is the GB
surface area, and the factor of 2 comes from the supercell
containing two grain boundaries. The number of unit cells
inside grains A and B along the direction normal to the GB
plane was increased until the EGB values were converged to less
than 10−3 eV/Å2, in order to eliminate any interaction between
the neighboring GBs. Convergence was achieved for structures
with separation between the neighboring GBs greater than 3
nm. The GB energies showed that {111} (EGB = 0.001 eV/Å2)
is the most favorable GB, with negligible deviation from the
ideal silicon tetrahedral structure. The GB energies for {110}
and {112} structures were found to be 0.040 eV/Å2 and 0.042
eV/Å2, respectively, suggesting extensive rearrangement of
atoms at the interface. This was further confirmed from the
calculated bond length and bond angle distributions in the
relaxed structures which showed that the {112} GB cores
contain highly strained bonds (see Supporting Information). In
addition, the {112} GB contains 5-fold coordinated silicon
atoms, indexed by “1”, as shown in Figure 1. The 5-fold
coordinated atoms in the {112} GB are associated with four
highly strained bonds of length ≈2.55 Å (corresponding to an
8% increase over the ideal Si−Si bond length) and a fifth
unstrained bond of length 2.37 Å. Thus, we expect defect levels
highly localized around the dislocation core in the electronic
structure of a {112} GB. While such strained bonds are
completely absent in the {111} GB, the {110} structure
possesses a small number of bonds with less than 3%
compressive strain. Neither {111} nor {110} GBs however
show any under- or overcoordinated silicon atoms. The relaxed
GB structures as well as the computed GB energies are
consistent with previously reported GB structures using
HRTEM results and DFT.42,43

Electronic Band Structure. As mentioned, our GB
structures contain multiple unit cells in each direction in
order to describe the GB interface adequately and also to avoid
direct interaction between the neighboring GBs. Such periodic
supercell treatments can often lead to folding of energy bands
though they do not alter the fundamental energy gap (a more
detailed description of zone folding can be found in the SI).
Zone folding poses a challenge to the analysis of the electronic
structures of extended supercells and has already been
previously reported in semiconducting nanostructures such as
silicon and germanium nanotubes, nanowires, and quantum
slabs.44−48 Though the unfolded band structure can be
reconstructed from zone-folded band structures, the goal of
this work is to understand the fundamental energy gaps in GB
engineered structures,49,50 and thus such reconstruction is not
considered here.
The GGA-PBE band structures of GB structures along

different symmetry directions in a tetragonal Brillouin zone are

shown in Figure 1, together with that of a single-crystal silicon
supercell containing the same number of atoms for comparison.
The conduction bands of the semiconducting structures,
namely, the {110} and {111} GBs, and c-Si, are scissor-shifted
by 0.57 eV to match the experimental band gap Eg = 1.17 eV of
c-Si. This correction term is widely employed to account for
quasi-particle energy corrections in silicon.46,51,52 It is however
not applied to the {112} GB system since it shows metallic
behavior unlike the {110} and {111} GBs in which the valence
and conduction band edges have bulk-like character. We
emphasize here that the band structure of c-Si presented in the
figure is that of an extended supercell of silicon and not of a
primitive cell calculation. The periodic nature of the supercell
produces a large number of shallow and flat bands in these
extended structures due to zone-folding (refer to the SI for
details). The band gap of the {110} GB at a 3.1 nm spacing was
1.38 eV, the {111} GB at a 3.8 nm spacing was 1.22 eV, and the
single crystal Si gap was 1.17 eV. As expected, our calculated
band structure for the {112} GB showed deep defect levels
throughout the entire gap, giving rise to a semimetallic density
of states with a small overlap between the occupied and
unoccupied bands at the Fermi level, similar to that observed in
high pressure phases of silicon such as BC8, and is attributed to
the presence of structural deformations caused by coordination
defects.52,53 In order to further substantiate the metallic nature
of the {112} GB, we computed the energy gaps of all of the GB
structures using the modified Becke−Johnson54 meta-GGA
functional which is known to predict the band gaps of a wide
range of elemental and compound semiconductors accurately
with reasonable computational effort. The meta-GGA gaps are
in good agreement with the scissor corrected PBE results for
the semiconducting structures, and predicts the {112} GB to be
semimetallic in line with GGA-PBE results. Analysis of the
valence and conduction band charge densities for the {112} GB
further confirm that the charge density is highly localized near
the strained bonds of the 5-fold coordinated silicon atoms (see
the Supporting Information). The computed valence and
conduction band charge densities for the {110} and {111} GB
cases show delocalization across the entire supercell similar to
that found in crystalline silicon.
Since it is well-known that point defects are highly

concentrated in the GB core, we performed DFT calculations
with vacancy defects in the GBs to understand their effect on
the electronic structure.55 Using charge densities computed
within GGA−PBE, we find that while a Si vacancy in {112}
GBs can beneficially remove deep level states in the energy gap
formed by the floating bonds, vacancies in {110} GBs produce
shallow defect states close to the valance and conduction band
edges42 (see Supporting Information). We furthermore
computed the formation energies for various locations of
vacancy defects in {110} and {112} GBs relative to a vacancy
defect in the bulk region and found that the lowest vacancy
formation energy in the {112} GB (−3.13 eV) is about 1.8 eV
lower than that in the {110} GB case (−1.36 eV), suggesting
that the {112} GBs are thermodynamically more amenable to
vacancy formation. Since in the {112} GB case the coordination
defects that form at the interface cause the system to be
metallic, it is conceivable that the presence of vacancies, which
are thermodynamically highly favorable at this GB, could
remove enough mid-gap states to restore favorable properties
for PV operation. However, such a system would likely be quite
challenging to control, and given the advantageous absence of
deep mid-gap states in Σ3 {110} GBs (regardless of the
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presence of vacancies), as well as the fact that they show
negligible electrical activity,26 we will focus on PV devices using
engineered {110} GBs in this study.
We next computed the dependence of the band gaps (Eg) of

the three GB structures as a function of the spacing between
them. Our results show a decreasing trend with increasing GB
spacing for both the {111} and {110} semiconducting GBs
(Figure 2). The {112} GB showed metallic behavior for all of

the GB spacings considered here. The observed Eg behavior is
consistent with the computed cohesive energy per atom of GB
structures (Ec(GB)) with c-Si (Ec(Si)) as a reference, ΔEc =
Ec(GB) − Ec(Si) (see Supporting Information). Our computed
cohesive energy of Ec(Si) = 4.54 eV/atom for c-Si using GGA-
PBE is in good agreement with previous work.56 We see an
increase in the band gap in {110} GB compared to c-Si and
{111} GB, due to the difference in interface strain between the
two cases. ΔEc as well as Eg decrease with GB spacing for both
the GBs, although the behavior depends upon the amount of
distortion or strain at the interface and how the strain field
relaxes into the crystalline lattice. As the spacing between the
GBs is increased, the number of atoms inside the grains A and
B increases, while the number of GB atoms remains constant,
allowing the strain field to relax further. The influence of the
GB on the final properties becomes weaker at larger GB
spacing, as seen by a monotonic decrease of Eg in the case of
the {110} GB, and is expected to converge to c-Si at much
larger GB spacing. We also note that the interface strain in
these GBs is not a simple tensile/compressive strain which
might be applied to a bulk material, rather a mixed set of bond
strains associated with the specific GB. Unsurprisingly, similar
behavior is observed in the optical and electronic properties
presented in the following sections.
Optical Properties. As seen in Figure 2, the band gaps for

both the {110} and {111} GBs in silicon are close to the band
gap of c-Si and therefore suitable for efficient PV operation. In

Figure 3 we show the computed absorption coefficient (α) as a
function of excitation energy for the {110} and {111} GBs with

3 nm spacing, and c-Si and a-Si:H for comparison. The
absorption coefficients of a-Si:H were averaged over 4
snapshots, obtained from the online material of ref 57, and
relaxed using DFT. Since the {112} GB shows zero band gap,
its optical properties were not computed. The computed α
values for the {111} structure are quite similar to the case of
crystalline silicon, although with a slight enhancement in the
blue region of the spectrum. However, the {110} GB shows a
significant increase in the optical absorption over much of the
visible part of the spectrum. This is because the symmetry
breaking at the interface leads to nonzero transition dipoles
between the valence band and interface states located at about
2 eV above the valence band. Band decomposed charge
densities show that these optically allowed transitions are
localized around the GB core (see the Supporting Informa-
tion). We also computed the optical properties of the {110} GB
case as a function of spacing between GBs and found that even
at 6.2 nm spacing the absorption coefficients are significantly
higher than for c-Si in the visible region, leading to a net 16%
relative increase in absorbed photons.

Electronic Conductivity. We computed the electrical
conductivities of n/p type c-Si and {110} GB structures as a
function of doping concentration (ne) in the range 1017 to 1020

cm−3 for τ = 3 fs using the Boltzmann transport equation, as
shown in Figure 4. The conductivities obtained in our
calculations for the single-crystal case compare well with the
values previously reported.41 Our computed conductivities for
the {111} GB are almost identical to the single-crystal case and
hence are not shown (see Supporting Information). In the case
of the {110} GB, as expected, we find strong anisotropy in σ,
with the conductivity along the direction normal to the GB
plane (the z-axis in our unit cell) significantly lower than the in-
plane conductivity. For the direction parallel to the GB plane,
we predict a slight increase in σ compared to c-Si. Due to the
metallic nature over the length scales considered, as with the
optical absorption, the electronic conductivity of the {112} GB
was not computed.

Figure 2. Variation of the energy gap, Eg, of semiconducting {110} and
{111} GBs as a function of GB spacing. The {112} GB displayed
metallic behavior for GB spacing up to 10 nm and is not shown. Also
shown is the band gap of single crystal silicon as a reference (blue
dashed line).

Figure 3. Computed optical absorption coefficient (α) vs energy for
two GB structures and a-Si:H and c-Si for comparison. The AM1.5
solar power spectrum as a function of incident energy is shown as the
shaded region.
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A possible explanation for the anisotropic nature of σ is the
symmetry breaking caused by the introduction of strain at the
interface. A recent first-principles study on biaxially strained
silicon showed that such strain effects can cause changes in the
effective mass depending upon the type (compressive/tensile)
and magnitude of strain, leading to an increase or decrease in
the electronic conductivity.58 In order to probe the anisotropic
nature of σ in {110} GB, the electronic conductivity of c-Si in
the presence of strain was computed. Under no-strain or in the
presence of isotropic strain, the computed σ was isotropic, but
under an anisotropic strain we found strong anisotropy in σ
(see Supporting Information). These results further show that
under anisotropic strain it is possible to observe an increase or
decrease in σ along a principle direction. It is, however,
interesting to note that despite the strong anisotropy, the
average conductivity, given by σ = (σx + σy + σz)/3, is largely
unaffected by the presence of the {110} GB when compared to
c-Si. This average conductivity is critical for diffusion-
dominated cells in which carriers must traverse multiple
directions to be collected by front grid or finger contacts, as
in most conventional c-Si devices. We emphasize here that the
objective of this work is to use these GBs as an effective
medium to absorb photons, generate charge carriers, and
transport them along the crystalline columns and not across the
GBs. Such columnar grains in polycrystalline CdTe have been
postulated to improve solar-cell performance by constraining
the hole transport along the crystalline grain bulk to the back
contact rather than across the GBs.59 Hence, the reduction of
carrier mobility along the direction normal to GBs is not crucial
for the functioning of GBE devices, at least for the ordered case
considered here. On the contrary, the increase in conductivity
along the lateral direction could actually be beneficial for
current collection. We also computed the conductivity of the
{110} GB case for different GB spacings and found that the
average σ converges toward c-Si as the spacing between the
GBs is increased, in the same manner as Eg with GB spacing.
Device Performance. Next, we utilize the results of the

electronic and optical properties in full device simulations,
performed for five different structures: (A) single-crystal c-Si,
(B−D) {110} GB engineered silicon devices with different GB
spacings, and (E) a-Si:H as the active absorber material, the
schematics of which are shown in Figure 5. The thickness of
active layer in devices (A−D) was chosen to be 5 microns,
consistent with what is possible via current exfoliation
methods.60 The thickness of the a-Si:H device (E) was chosen

to optimize the device performance, with thicker cells suffering
from decreased current collection and thinner cells from limited
absorption, and is included to compare to the fully disordered
silicon limit. The a-Si:H material properties were obtained from
ref 61. The frequency-dependent dielectric constant obtained
from our DFT results was used to compute the complex
refractive index, and the same was used in our wave optics
simulation along with the computed (scissor-shifted) band
gaps. We used electron (hole) mobility values of 1450 (500)
cm2/(V·s), and carrier lifetime of 10 μs for devices (A−D) in
our drift-diffusion model, since our electron transport
calculations discussed in the previous section did not show
significant degradation in the presence of GBs. For device E,
the electron and hole mobilities were 1 and 0.01 cm2/(V·s),
respectively, and the carrier lifetime was 0.001 μs. All device
simulations were performed at 300 K and were illuminated by
the AM1.5 power spectrum of 100 mW/cm2 from the top
surface.
The illuminated current density (J) is plotted as a function of

the cell voltage in Figure 5. We note that the {110} GBE
devices (B−D) have a slightly higher short circuit current
density (JSC) compared to c-Si. This is because the {110} GBE
silicon has significantly higher absorption coefficients than c-Si
for wavelengths in the visible regionthe 16% increase in
absorbed photons more than compensates for the decrease in
free-carrier generation from the larger band gap, yielding a net
1% increase in current generation by device (B) relative to c-Si
(A). The integrated generation rate over the entire 2-D surface

Figure 4. Electronic conductivities of the {110} GB structure with 3
nm spacing as a function of dopant concentration (ne) for both n and p
type silicon. For the GB cases the conductivity is shown separately as
well as the average value, with the c-Si case shown for comparison.

Figure 5. (Top) Schematics of three hypothetical solar cell device
configurations: (A) reference c-Si device, (B−D) devices containing
{110} GBs of spacings between 3.1 and 6.2 nm, and (E) device with a-
Si:H as active material. The layer thickness and the corresponding
carrier concentrations (inside brackets) are also shown. (Bottom)
Simulated current density (J) vs voltage curves for these five devices.
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showed that the total number of charge carriers generated upon
optical excitation is higher in the {110} GB devices compared
to that of c-Si. Hence, {110} GBs show marginally higher short
circuit current than c-Si for the device thicknesses that we have
studied, but with this benefit increasing as devices are made
thinner. The computed peak JSC for a-Si:H is 16.9 mA/cm2,
considerably less than both the c-Si device, as well as our GB
structures, due to the substantially degraded carrier transport in
the fully amorphous material.
The most significant result of the GBE device simulations is

the remarkable improvement in the open circuit voltage (VOC)
accompanying the improved absorption. Our results show that
the higher band gap of {110} GBs significantly increases VOC
compared to silicon, which, when combined with the increased
absorption, offsetting the decreased current production from
the band gap increase, results in up to a 46% (relative)
improvement in energy conversion efficiency. This increased
voltage can be understood by considering the dependence of
VOC on carrier concentration:
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+ Δ Δ⎡
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k T
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, q is
the electron charge, NA is the doping concentration, Δn = Δp is
the excess carrier concentration, and ni is the intrinsic carrier
concentration.62 The term kBT/q, called the thermal voltage, is
equal to 0.026 V. Since we use the same doping concentration
in all our devices, ni directly governs the VOC of the device. As
the carrier concentration in an intrinsic semiconductor
decreases exponentially with increased band gap of the material
at a given temperature, an increase in band gap can be
correlated to the observed increases in VOC.
Furthermore, from the Shockley−Queisser model, the

temperature dependence of VOC can be directly related to Eg
by,

= −V E q CT/OC g (3)

where C is the temperature coefficient representing the dark
current characteristics of a solar cell device. Taking C = 2 ×
10−3 V/K for c-Si,2,63 and since the presence of {110} GBs have
no significant impact on the charge mobilities, we can calculate
VOC to be 0.57 V, 0.78 V, 0.75 V, and 0.73 V at room
temperature for devices (A → D), respectively. As expected,
these values are consistent with the values obtained from the J−
V curve. The key results from our device models are presented
in Table 1.
One major factor that can influence the carrier mobilities in

these devices is the segregation of impurities and point defects
at the GB. In order to understand how the device performance
is affected by changes in carrier mobilities, we performed device
modeling for a range of electron and hole mobilities for the case

of GB spacing 3.1 nm. We used electron mobilities in the range
1450 cm2/(V·s) (c-Si limit) to 483 cm2/(V·s) and hole
mobilities in the range 500 cm2/(V·s) (c-Si limit) to 167 cm2/
(V·s) for all three principal directions. We also decreased the
carrier lifetimes to account for increased recombination in the
presence of point defects. Although a wide range of carrier
lifetime, between 0.1 μs and 1.0 μs, has been reported in the
literature,64,65 we chose the lowest value of 0.1 μs for electron
and hole lifetimes for the GB structures, which is two orders of
magnitude smaller than that in c-Si (10 μs). Even with this
conservative model, we find that the efficiencies of GBE devices
remain considerably higher than the c-Si device (Table 2).
While the GBE devices studied here represent highly dense

configurations of GBs by performing a second-order poly-
nomial extrapolation of the data (columns 2 and 6) in Table 1,
we estimate that it is still possible to obtain an approximately
10% relative improvement in VOC and efficiency over c-Si in
GBE structures with GB spacings as far as 25 nm apart. This
indicates that experimentally feasible structures could not only
be within reach but hold promise of further efficiency
enhancements as the ability to increase the density of the
engineered GBs improves.
We note that the benefits of GBE shown here are

considerably different than the simple addition of a-Si:H into
an otherwise crystal silicon material. This is because the latter is
known to form mid-gap and band tail states, both of which can
severely impact carrier mobility even along the crystalline
grains, as well as increase the probability of carrier
recombination. In contrast, the GBE material discussed here
is a controlled way of introducing disorder in silicon - while not
all GBs are beneficial for PV, we have shown that the proper
selection (such as the {110} GB here) could aid in the energy
conversion process. This suitable choice of GB combined with
its ordered layering of 3−20 nm offers a way to balance the
incorporation of advantageous properties of amorphous silicon
while avoiding the degraded electronic transport of a fully
amorphous system.

Conclusions. We have shown that, by understanding the
role of GBs on the optical and electronic properties of c-Si, it is
possible to design novel nanostructured material architectures
with improved photovoltaic properties. We find that the {111}
twin boundaries have minimal atomic rearrangement at the
interface, with changes to the electronic structure being
relatively insignificant, while the {112} GBs are associated
with bonding defects that lead to metallic behavior. The {110}
GBs, however, possess an increased band gap relative to c-Si,
which alone is shown to yield relative VOC improvements of
28% to 36% over c-Si, for 5 micron thick cells and GB spacings
of 6.2 to 3.1 nm, respectively.
For the {110} GB, we additionally find a significant

improvement in the optical absorption over much of the
visible spectrum, without degradation in the overall electronic
conductivity relative to c-Si. The absorption of the GBE
material is shown to yield relative JSC improvements of 1.4% to
1.9% over c-Si even after compensating for the decreased
accessible energy range due to the increased band gap, again for
the respective GB spacings of 6.2 to 3.1 nm, in 5 μm thick cells.
As the push toward ultrathin, kerfless wafer processing allows c-
Si substrates to be made continually thinner, this enhanced
absorption becomes increasingly advantageous. At reduced GB
densities (20 nm spacing) and for thick devices (∼100%
absorption above Eg), we still predict 4% relative efficiency
improvements over c-Si, due to the increased band gap. This

Table 1. Key Results from the Solar Cell Device Models
Shown in Figure 5 under AM1.5 Illumination

device
GB spacing

(nm)
JSC

(mA/cm2)
VOC
(mV)

fill factor
(FF)

efficiency
(η) η/ηc‑Si

A none 30.07 570 0.82 14.05% 1
B 3.1 30.65 780 0.86 20.56% 1.46
C 4.7 30.55 750 0.85 19.48% 1.39
D 6.2 30.50 730 0.85 18.93% 1.35
E none 16.9 964 0.58 9.45% 0.68
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combination of the enhanced absorption for thin materials, as
well as the enhanced band gap for dense GB arrangements,
could make these GBE structures attractive candidates for the
design of future novel and efficient solar cells.
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